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Every nation has a sovereign right to carve out its own destiny, but having
said that does it mean borrowing or stealing another nation’s history.
The only to combat such drivel is to counter by providing articles and information that is the truth.
The truth can never be covered forever. Eventually it rises from beneath the layers of misinformation
to see the light of day. The following articles are merely data based on real life events here in
Australia and that of those in Greece. The reaction to the renaming negotiations appear to have
floundered and have gone back to sniping at each other using the die-hards in their respective
diaspora communities in the West.
A..http://abalinx.com/blog/democracy-in-fyrom-is-a-joke/
B.https://nezavisen.mk/en/news/2018/03/34415/
C. http://abalinx.com/unresolved-name-ing-issues/
D. http://abalinx.com/blog/macedonia-a-history-of-scholars/
E. http://abalinx.com/.../together-we-can-solve-our.../
F. http://abalinx.com/blog/it-is-all-doric-to-me/
G. http://abalinx.com/blog/fyromite-aussie-greeks-chill-out/
H. http://abalinx.com/.../fyromite-slavic-community-feign.../
I. http://abalinx.com/.../cyber-warfare-aussie-greeks-v.../
J. http://abalinx.com/.../fyromite-skopjian-festival-turns.../
K. http://abalinx.com/blog/the-fyromites-festival-2018/
L. http://abalinx.com/.../aussie-greek-pride-passion.../
M. http://abalinx.com/.../o-greeks-rise-from-your-graves.../
N. http://abalinx.com/.../you-do-not-have-to-be-greek-to-be.../
O. http://abalinx.com/.../no-evidence-of-alleged-vandalism.../
In addition there are thousands upon thousands of online data that refutes FYROMITES claim to an
ancient Macedonia. I have some great friends here in Australia who are of Slavic background from
the nation called FYROM. We joke amongst each other and keep a sensible and civil respect for
each other even though we have differences over the region referred to FYROM.
As Alexander Billinis said in a recent Facebook post, that we share much together, language, traits,
Byzantine background, Ottoman oppression, religion amongst other matters. Much of the FYROM
economy is owned by Greece. The lies being distributed will come as a shock to those in FYROM
when they realise that at least three generations have been fed utter rubbish and a falsification of
their history. I feel for them as they will be swallowed up by Albania, Bulgaria and Turkey using third
parties to achieve their long term aims of returning to the Balkans. Yes it is indeed a black day when
a nation steals another nation’s heritage in order to survive.
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